Abstract. The behaviour of the hermit crab Clibanarius vittatus was studied as it investigated shells prior to and during shell exchange interactions. Crabs behaved in a manner predicted by the negotiations model of resource exchange, that is, shells were primarily exchanged between crabs when both crabs benefited in shell fit from the exchange. During initial investigation of shells, crabs in poorly fitting shells selected shells that (1) were similar to the preferred shell size of the investigating crab and (2) that did not fit their current occupant well. In addition, the greater the shell deficit (deviation from that crab's preferred shell size) of the other crab, the more likely it was investigated by a crab in a poorly fitting shell. Considering three factors (initiator's preferred shell size, current shell deficit of the non-initiator and magnitude of gain possible for the non-initiator) explained 86% (multiple r=0.93) of the variance in shells rapped by initiating crabs. In those interactions that proceeded to rapping behaviour, the magnitude of gain in shell fit that the non-initiating crab would experience if a shell exchange occurred helped explain which shells were selected for rapping. The relative size of the two crabs was only important in the assessment and decisions process once rapping began, and the number of raps was inversely proportional to the relative size difference of the crabs.
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The Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour
In situations where resources can be of various sizes or qualities, animals using those resources appear to be able to detect variation in resource features and use that information when making behavioural decisions. For the decapod crustaceans in the superfamily Paguroidea, the resource most frequently studied by behavioural ecologists is the gastropod shell needed by crabs for protection of the soft abdomen. In every study of the behavioural biology of hermit crabs, the size of gastropod shells occupied by hermit crabs is correlated with the size of the crab, indicating some evaluation process during shell selection (Hazlett 1981) . Elwood & Neil (1992) have placed the shell selection and shell occupation behaviour of hermit crabs in a more formal framework of a series of assessments by crabs and decisions regarding time spent and behavioural pathways taken depending upon information obtained during assessment.
When a hermit crab is inspecting an empty gastropod shell, it uses input from both visual (Kinosita & Okajima 1968) and tactile receptors (Reese 1963; Scully 1983; Elwood & Stewart 1985) , as well as the results of past experience with shells (Elwood et al. 1979; Hazlett 1992) as it chooses whether to enter a shell. When a shell is occupied by another hermit crab, a crab can use additional pieces of information to make a behavioural decision, just as in any 'contest' between two resource users. The relative sizes of two hermit crabs are very important in determining the type of interactions between them, as shown for Clibanarius vittatus Bosc (Hazlett 1968). Unlike most resource contests, however, the resource exchange between hermit crabs can result in mutual gain in resource quality for both participants (Hazlett 1978) , as predicted by the negotiations model of resource exchange. The prospect of mutual gain complicates the potential pool of information that a crab could use in making decisions. If resource exchange occurs primarily when the non-initiating crab will gain by an exchange, i.e. the negotiations model suggested by
